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Trade & investment promotion for Romania & Moldova flyer (March 5, 2017) 

 Romania & Moldova: Your Best Partners in Europe 

Request to Cooperate with RoCCIJa in Promoting Trade and Investment 

 
 

The Romanian Chamber of Commerce & Industry in Japan (RoCCIJa) is the 30th international 

chamber of commerce solely authorized by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan, 

promoting trades and investments among Romania, Moldova and Japan in a close private public 

partnership of the three governments.  

 

Romania, celebrating the 10th anniversary of her EU membership this year, is the largest 

country in the Central & Eastern Europe, has since been steadily showing strong economic 

growth, being an investment destination to many car and ICT related companies from Japan. 

Moldova which borders Romania north east, an associate member of EU speaking the same 

Romanian language, established its original embassy in Kagurazaka, Tokyo, wasting no time 

promoting her world-renowned wine and winery in Japan. The two nations who have best and 

longest conserved their Latin civilizations directly from the Roman Empire are enthusiastically 

advancing their commercial and cultural exchanges with Japan in close partnership with 

RoCCIJa. 
 

 RoCCIJa, domestically in linkage with Japan-Romania Friendship Caucus, METI and MOFA, 

aims in the long run to contribute to the construction of an exemplary trilateral co-prosperity in 

Eurasia. Taking the best advantage of the last year April inauguration of Ambassador Vasile 

Bumacov, former Agricultural Minister and successful businessperson, followed by September 

replacement by Ambassador Tatiana Iosiper, RoCCIJa is projecting an authentic wine & winery 

seminar at the Romanian Embassy on Wednesday April 12 (see for details in a separate flyer).  
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Some70 thousand years ago witnessed the exodus of humans from Africa into Europe, their 

settling in the Daneuve Delta which was later called in Rome, a Sanskrit word meaning “the 

civilization on river bank”. It is no wonder that the history’s first imperial civilization grown from 

Latin proudly named herself the Roman Empire; and that it was the are including Moldova and 

Romania where the wine was invented some 6000 years ago. The both countries were the nation of 

the Kingdom of Romania with glorious Hoenzollern, a close kin to the British royal family, with 

whom the Japanese Imperial family has socialized intimately. 

 

We sincerely wish all those who may be interested in business and cultural exchanges with 

Romania & Moldova shall join in RoCCIJa and make your success and contributions to the peace, 

happiness and prosperity of the world. 

 


